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Let 6% ~WX~~~-~) b e a regular elliptic boundary value problem 
in RT+’ (see definition at Section 3). 
To (4 t~,)o<j<m-l) we associate m kernels (Kj)oG,G,,+l which are 
temperated distributions in Rn+l verifying the following properties: 
a) K3 is a C” function in Rn+l - {0} (in fact, it is analytic but we 
only prove differentiability); 
b) if mg < n, then Kj is a homogeneous distribution of degree 
mi - n; if mi >, n, then Kj = Gj + Pj - ln(xi2 + *a. + xn2 + t2)1/2, 
where Gj is a homogeneous function of degree mj - n and Pj is 
a homogeneous polynomial of degree mj - n; 
c) each Ki verifies the boundary value problem 
I 
AK,=0 in R”,” 
BzKj IRn-1 = a,,* * 6 O<l<m--1, 
where 6,,i is the Kronecker symbol, 6 is the Dirac measure and 
B,K, IRn-l = /$ B,K&v, t), 
the limit being taken in S’(Rn) the space of temperated distributions 
in Iin. 
Actually, the kernels (Ki),,<j<,-l are elementary solutions of the 
given elliptic boundary value problem in the following sense. If 
g, , 0 < j < m - 1, are given functions, say in S(Rn), then 
* This work was partially supported by CNPq (Brazil) and by FAPESP (S. Paulo, 
Brazil). 
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is a solution of the boundary value problem 
I 
Au = 0 in Ry+l 
BiuRn = gi , O<j<m--I. 
Kernels similar to the ones here considered, were used by Agmon- 
Douglis-Nirenberg [I] and by Browder [3] in connection with their 
work on a priori estimates for elliptic problems. 
In this paper we present a new and general method to obtain such 
kernels. Our method is based on the study of distributions defined 
by the finite part of divergent integrals and their Fourier transforms. 
Homogeneous functions of degree --m, where m is an integer > 0, 
are known ([q, [6]) to define temperated distributions. When m >, n, 
such a distribution is defined by the finite part of a divergent integral 
(see (1.3)). 
When applied to the Dirichlet problem in a half plane, our method 
gives, in particular, the Poisson kernel as we have shown in [2’]. 
Section 1 is devoted to a brief discussion of homogeneous distribu- 
tions and their Fourier transform. In Section 2 we prove properties 
of differentiability and homogeneity of 9U the Fourier transform of 
a homogeneous distribution U. The results of Sections 1 and 2 are 
used in Sections 3,4 and 5 to obtain the kernels Kj , 0 < j < m - 1, 
verifying the conditions a), b) and c) above. 
1. ON SOME PSEUDO-FUNCTIONS AND THEIR FOURIER TRANSFORM 
Let R” be the euclidean n-dimensional space. Denote by 
x = (x1 ,...) x,) a variable element in R”, by 
/ x 1 = (x1” + *** + x,2)1’2 
its distance to the origin. If p = (p, ,..., p,) is a n-tuple of integers 
pi 3 0, let 
ap aP~+“‘+D, 
ZZ = axp...aXc 
be a partial derivative of order 1 p 1 = p, + **a + p, . We also set - 
Dj = l/i a/ax, , where i = 1/- 1, and Dp = D$‘l .*. 02. 
Let S(R”) be the space of C” functions in Iin rapidly decreasing 
at infinity, i.e., such that 
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for all p and K. In S(P) we define a locally convex topology given 
by the family of semi-norms 
Equipped with this topology, S(Rn) is a locally convex, metrisable and 
complete space. 
The dual of S(R”) is the space of temperated distributions in An 
which is denoted by S’(R”). 
We want to study some particular, but important, temperated 
distributions which are related in a natural way to regular elliptic 
boundary problems. 
Let U(x) be a homogeneous function of degree -m in Rn, where 
m is an integer > 0. If we set r = 1 x 1, we can write 
U(x) = Pf(w) U-1) 
with w = (wr ,..., w,J E Q, where Q denotes the unit sphere in -R”. 
We suppose always that f(o) is a C” function on 52. 
The function U(x) defines a temperated distribution in Rn. We 
have two cases to consider, namely, m < n or m > n. 
If m < n, then U(x) is a locally integrable function and, as it is 
well known, locally integrable functions define temperated distribu- 
tions ([4], [6]). 
If m > n, we have to use the notion of jinite part of a divergent 
integral ([4j, [6]). We p roceed as follows. Let 4 be an element of 
S(R”) and let 
Define next 
(U, cj) = Pf ,; r-m+n+l U*(Y) dr, V# E S(R”),l (1.3) 
where the symbol Pf means that we are considering the finite part of 
the integral. It is easy to see that (1.3) defines a temperated distribution 
in Rn ([4], [6]). Al so, if m < n, the integral which appears in (1.3) 
converges, so that, the same formula without the Pf defines U as 
a temperated distribution in R”. 
1 Distributions defined by means of finite parts of divergent integrals are called 
pseudo-functions. 
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If m = tl the finite part of integral (1.3) is equal to: 
(U, c$) = 1; rl(u&) - l} + j; 4 . U‘+(Y) dr. (l-4) 
When m > 71, the finite part of the integral in (1.3) is shown to 
be equal to 
where these two integrals are absolutely convergent. 
Since U is a temperated distribution, its Fourier transform FiY 
is also a temperated distribution. In many applications (see [2]) it is 
useful to have a formula representing 9U by means of uniformly 
convergent integrals, whenever such a formula exists. 
PROPOSITION 1. If m > n, the following representation formula 
holds: 
+ 1,. (1 - X(x)) . U(x)(e-“(“*‘) - mzil $ (-4(x, 0)“) dx, 
(14 
where X(x) is the characteristic function of the unit ball and the two 
integrals are absolutely convergent. 
Proof. Let U,(resp. U,) be the temperated distribution defined 
by the first (resp. second) integral in (1.5). We have by the definition 
of Fourier transform of a distribution: 
m-Jl,$o = <%$>2 
But, 
* We set 4 = $$, Vq5 E S(F). 
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Replacing in (1,7) we get: 
It is easily seen that these integrals are absolutely convergent. By 
changing the order of integration and by changing variables we get: 
In a simiIar way, we get: 
(HJ, ) r$) =(U, , $8) = j,” 1 jr j, F+y(w) (r-) 
- “%‘-$ (-45, w))“~“) dr dul b(t) d5, (1.9) 
this integral being absolutely convergent. In fact, we have the estimates 
I e-i<f.rw> _ 
On the other hand, the integral 
converges. These two facts imply the absolute convergence of (1.9). 
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Next, by changing variables in (1.9) we obtain: 
(3;U,, c#) = (I,.. (1 - X(x)) U(x) (e-f) 
- y-l ; (-i(x, !w) dx, 4(O), v4 62 S(R”). (1.10) 
s-o . 
The two formulas (1.8) and (1.10) imply (1.6). Q.E.D. 
Now, let us examine the representation formula when m < n. Let 
X(X) be the characteristic function of the unit ball and let 
Z(x) = (1 - X(x)) U(x). 
Then, Z(X) defines a temperated distribution and we have: 
(2, 4) = 1,” Y-b,+(r) dr. 
Proceeding as we did in Proposition 1, we get the following represen- 
tation formula for SU, when m = n 
(SU)(f) = jRn X(x) U(x)(e-i(“*‘) - 1) dx + F.Z. (1.11) 
When m < n, we get: 
(3;U)(5) = 1,. X(x) U(x) e-i(z*C) dx + 32. (1.12) 
In general, we cannot represent 92 by means of an absolutely 
convergent integral. 
2. DIFFERENTIABILITY AND HOMOGENEITY OF FU 
First, we state a result concerning the differentiability of 3;U. 
THEOREM 1. Let U(x) be the homogeneous function considered in 
the previous section. Its Fourier transform 9U is a C” function in 
R” - {O}. 
Proof. Let 01 be a function of a>(Rfi) such that 01 = 1 in a neigh- 
borhood of 0. Write 
u=ffu+(l -a)U 
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and 
FU = qdq + 3;((1 - +?Y). 
Since CLU is a distribution with compact support, then ~((YU) is 
an analytic function in the whole R” ([.5]). 
Next, consider the distribution 9(( 1 - a) U). We have to distinguish 
two cases, namely: a) m < n; b) m > n. 
Case a). Since U is homogeneous of degree -m, the derivative 
D;-,+l(( 1 - a) U) 
is an integrable function in Rn. Thus, its Fourier transform 
s(o;““((l - c+J)) = X;-m+%((l - c+Y) 
is a bounded function in Rn, for each 1 < j < n. This result implies 
that 
1 x jn-m+l3;((1 - LY) U) 
is a bounded function in Rn, thus, 9((1 - a)U) is a function in 
Rn - {O}. 
A similar argument shows also that Dr9(( 1 - CL) U) is a function in 
Rn - {0), Vr. Consequently, 3;((1 - a)U) is a C” function in Rn - (O}. 
Case b). In this case, (1 - a)U is integrable in R”. In fact, we have: 
1,. I(1 - a)U / dx = jm j- 
a R 
rmlf(w)l r”-l dr dw < c . j-m ~-~+~-l dr 
a 
and the last integral converges, because m > n. 
Hence, 9(( 1 - a!) U) is a bounded function in Rn. In the same way, 
we conclude that Drs((l - a)U) is also a function in Rn, VY. Thus, 
9(( 1 - a)U) is a C” function in R”. 
Summing up these results, we conclude that, in each case m 3 n, 
the temperated distribution 8U is a C” function in R” - {0), Q.E.D. 
We recall the 
DEFINITION. A distribution T E a>‘(Rn) is homogeneous of degree k if 
CT, +(c-‘-4) = ckfn<T 4>, 
Vc > 0 and V+ E ‘B(R”). 
When T is a function, this definition coincides with the classical 
definition of a homogeneous function. 
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THEOREM 2. If m < n, then 9U is a homogeneous distribution of 
degree m - n, de$ned by a function which is infinitely dz$ferentiable 
in R” - (01. 
Proof. It is easy to verify, by direct inspection, that 9U is a 
homogeneous distribution of degree m - n. 
Furthermore, Theorem 1 tells us that 9U coincides with a C” 
function in R” - {O}. Thus, 
8lJ=FfT, 
where F is a C” function outside the origin and T is a distribution 
with support at the origin 
T = 1 c, W). 
It follows that T must be a homogeneous distribution of degree 
m - n, because SU and T have that degree of homogeneity. But, 
then the relations 
(T, $(c-‘ix)) = c c, ’ c-‘O” Da+(O) 
and 
(T, +(c%x)> = cm c c, . c+l D+(O) 
being true for all c > 0, they imply c, = 0, Va, i.e., T = 0. Thus, 
9U = F a C” function in Rn - {0}, Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. If m > n, then 9U is a locally function in R”, 
such that 
PU = H + P * InI x I, (2.1) 
where H is a homogeneous function of degree m - n, infinitely dajferen- 
tiable in Rn - {O> and where P is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
m - n. 
Proof. 1. Suppose m > 71. Let+ E S(Rm) and write 4(x) = +(c-lx). 
We have, 
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where X(r) is a Cm function of r, = 1 when, 0 < r < 1, and, =0 when 
r > 2. 
Next, recalling the definition of ~6, we have the following relations: 
Z+(r) = c%&r) 
and 
Replacing the relations in (2.2), we get: 
+ c” jr(1 - X(r)) m+la--l Iu,&cr) - “z;’$ y (+I dr. 
By changing variables we get: 
(3 u, d(c-lx)> 
s 
00 =c Tn 
0 
qc-4) r-m+--1 q(r) - I 
+ p jr (1 - X(c-4)) r-m+n-1 /q(r) - mzy’ + F r8/ dr. 
(2.3) 
From (2.3), it follows that 
<~Uu,WW - c”wJ,$Q = @ ,mn)! s 
00 I(r) - X(c-4) i3m-nu,&0) dr 
o r arm-n ’ 
(2.4) 
On the other hand, recalling the definition of UJ , it is easy to see that 
Hence, replacing in (2.4), we can write: 
co 
=c m 
(s J 
x(r) -rx(c-lr)f(w) (ii: y)z;” dr dw, d). (2.5) 
0 R 
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Now, the integral appearing inside the brackets is, as one can 
easily see, a polynomial Q(X), h omogeneous of degree m - n, whose 
coefficients are: 
with 01 = (cyi ,..., a,) and 1011 < m - n. 
Next, one can check that a,(c) is a continuously differentiable 
function of c > 0 and that a,(l) = 0 and uar(cl * ca) = a,(~,) + aa( 
Thus 
a,(c) = b, * In c 
where b, is a constant. It follows that Q(x) = P(X) * In c. 
Consider now the following distribution 
H = TU - P(X) * lnl x I. 
It is simple to verify, using (2.5), that H is a homogeneous dis- 
tribution of degree m - n. Since, by Theorem 1, 9 U is a C” function 
in Rn - {0), then H is also an infinitely differentiable function off 
the origin. 
It follows that H should be the sum of a C” function in Rn - {0} 
plus a homogeneous distribution with support at the origin. With 
the same argument we already used in the proof of Theorem 2, we 
can conclude that this distribution must be zero. 
Thus, 
FU=H+P-InIx 
where His a homogeneous function of degree m - n, C” in Rn - {0}, 
and P a homogeneous polynomial. 
2. The case m = n is even simpler. Thus, Theorem 3 is proved. 
3. AN APPLICATION TO REGULARELLIPTIC BOUNDARY 
VALUED PROBLEM 
Denote by Rz+l the half space 
{(x, t) E Rn+l : t > 0} 
and by RF the closure of RT+’ in Rn+l. Let 
1(x, t)l = (x12 + *** + x,2 + ty. 
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If P = (PI -PnJ P,+J, let 
D’ = Dp **. D? - DZ)n+l, 
where 
D.=lL 3 i axj ’ 1 <j<n, and 
D ,!a t i at * 
If f E S(RT++‘), its partial Fourier transform with respect to the 
variable x = (x1 ,..., xn) is defined by 
(Sf)(f, t) = JR. e-i<r*t>f(x, t) dx 
where 5 = (ti ,..., 4,) and (x, 0 = x14, + *a* + ~~5~ . 
If g E S(RT+$ its inverse partial Fourier transform is defined by 
(S-lg)(x, t) = (27r)-n 1,. e{@J) g((, t) d[. 
The partial Fourier transform (resp. inverse partial Fourier 
transform), in S’(RT+l) is defined by duality 
(resp. (3;-lT, 4) = (T, S-4$)), VC$ E S(R”+l). 
We also denote by f and p the partial Fourier transforms 3;f 
and ST. Let 
A= c a,DP 
lPj’2rn 
be a partial differential operator with constant coefficients aP E C, 
homogeneous of degree 2m, and elliptic, i.e., there is a constant C,, > 0 
such that 
where 
is the characteristic polynomial of A. 
Let 
4 = c b,,, Dq, OQj<m-1, 
IUl=m5 
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be a partial differential operator, with constant coefficients, homo- 
geneous of degree mr < 2m. Let b,([, A) be the characteristic poly- 
nomial of Bj . 
DEFINITION. We shall say that the system (A(B&,GJG,-l) defines 
a regular elliptic problem in Ry+’ if the following conditions are verified: 
1) A is an elliptic operator; 
2) if E = (ll ,***, <,) E Rn, then a((, h) = 0 has exactly m roots 
(counting multiplicities) with positive imaginary part; 
3) let C be a smooth Jordan curve, containing all the roots of a([, h)=O 
in the upper half complex plane, whenever 1 E 1 = 1. Let C, be the curve 
C,=I~IC={~=~~~~:CLEC}, PER”, 
and let 
(3.1) 
with 0 < j < m - 1 and 0 < h < m - 1. Then, the matrix 11 ~~,~([)ll 
is supposed to be nonsingular. 
Given a regular elliptic problem (A, (Bf),,9-gm-l) in Ry+‘, we want 
to find m temperated distributions Kj(X, t), 0 < j < m - 1, defined 
on Ry+’ and verifying the boundary valued problem 
I 
AK,=0 in RF+” 
B&j IP = 81.3 *6, O<l<m--1, (3.2) 
where a,,* is the Kronecker symbol, 6 is the Dirac measure in Rn 
and 
W-4 IR- = l$+BB,Kj(xl ,-.., x, , t), 
the limit being taken in S’(Rn). 
Taking partial Fourier transform with respect to x = (x1 ,..., x,), 
equations (3.2) change into equations 
[u(t,~&)$](E,t)=O 
E,(~,f~)$](~,O)=S,,,, 0 <Zfm-1. (3’3) 
Now, let 
m-1 
sj(h) = c Ck.jhk, O<j<m-1, 
k=O 
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be a polynomial of degree <m - 1, with coefficients Clc,r to be 
determined. 
For each j, the function 
U,(f, t) = j,, K dx, 
verifies trivially the equation 
a(&&) uj =o. 
Next, we determine the coefficients Ck,r , 0 < k < m - 1, so that 
the initial conditions (3.3) hold true. This is possible because of 
assumption 3) in the definition of a regular elliptic problem. In fact, 
we have 
O<l<m-1. (3.4) 
But, by assumption, 
detll hdf)ll Z 0. 
Thus the linear system (3.4), in the unknowns (Ck,f),,<k<m--l, has 
a unique solution given by 
m-1 
c*.df) = C Pk.l(f) %,j = S,j(f)7 
1=0 
where jl Pk,j(.$)lj is th e inverse matrix of 11 $~~,~(f)jl. 
Then, we have the following result. Under the above assumptions 
the function 
(3.5) 
is, for each 0 < j < m - 1, a solution of problem (3.3). 
Next, let us examine how the homogeneity of the operators A and 
Bj reflect into the function Uj(g, t). Consider each term 
appearing in the expression (3.5). 
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First of all, we observe that ~~,~(f) defined by (3.1) is a homo- 
geneous function of degree rnj + k + 1 - 2m in .$. In fact, by 
changing variables in (3.1) we get: 
Secondly, we have: 
J’df) = 4.,/A 
where Ai,k is the determinant of the co-factor of p&t) and A is the 
determinant of I] pi,k(c)ll. It is easy to see that A is homogeneous of 
degree 
(m. + ‘** + mm-,) + “‘rn2- l) + (1 - 2m)(m - 1) 
while Ai,k is homogeneous of degree 
(m, + **a + rh, + **- + mm-,) + (1 + *** + A + *** + (m - 1)) 
+ (1 - 2@9(m - 3, 
where h indicates that the number below it is delated. The degree 
of homogeneity of Pk,i([) is then the difference between the degree 
Of Aj,k and the degree of A, i.e., equal to 2m - mj - k - 1. 
Let, now, 6 = TW where r = 1 6 1 and w = (wl ,..., w*) with 
1 w 1 = 1. By changing variables in (3.6) and by taking into account 
the degree of homogeneity of Pk,j(t) and that of a(E, A) we can write: 
where 
(3.7) 
fk.j(r, w, t) = pk.,(4 jc $$ dcL. 
Thus, for each 0 < j < m - 1, we have: 
U,(f, t) = r-+?h(r, w, t) 
where 
m-1 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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Since fj(r, w, t) is a smooth function we can apply the results of 
Sections 1 and 2. First of all, Uj([, t) d e fi nes a temperated distribution 
in Rn, depending upon the parameter t > 0. 
ForeachO<j<m-1,let 
qx, t) = qyqt, t)). (3.11) 
From Theorem 1, it follows that, for each t > 0, Ki(x, t) is a C” 
function in Rn - (0). Furthermore, when mi < n, Ki(x, t) is a homo- 
geneous function of degree mj - n in the variable x while, when 
mj >, n, Kj(x, t) decomposes as (2.1) in the variable x (Theorem 3). 
In fact, we shall see that Kj(x, t) is C” in Ry+’ and it verifies 
homogeneity properties in (x, t). 
4. ELEMENTARY SOLUTION OF THE ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY PROBLEM 
Consider the following function 
u?c,h3 = Y+?fk&)> 
where 
(4.1) 
(i.e. UkJS) = UkJ(f, 0)). 
As before, Uk,([) d fi e nes a temperated distribution in R”. We 
want to prove the following 
THEOREM 4. When t + 0 + , Uk,(f, t) conoerges to U&t) in 
S’(Rn). 
The proof is based upon the following 
LEMMA. For every integer p > 0, 
Y%,$(Y, t) -+ Y%,$(Y) 
when t --f 0 +, uniformly on r E [0, a~) and on I$ E B, where B is a 
bounded set in S(Rrr). 
Proof. Let 
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Given E > 0, it is possible to find (because I$ E S) a constant A > 0, 
sufficiently large, such that 
Vr > A, Vt > 0, and ‘v’$ in a fixed bounded set B of S, and such that 
VT > AandVr$EB. 
Next, since eirpt - 1 -+ 0 uniformly when r < A and p E C, as 
t --t 0+, then we can find 6 > 0, such that 
uniformly when r < A and #I E B, whenever 1 t 1 < 6. 
Combining these three inequalities we get 
Vr E [0, 00) and V+ E B, whenever 1 t / < 6, Q.E.D. 
Proqf of Theorem 4. We shall consider only the case ml > n - 1. 
Case mj = m - 1 is similar and case mj < n - 1 is easier. 
Let B be a bounded set of S(IP3), let 4 E B and consider expres- 
sion (3.7). By taking derivative of u+(r, t) given by (3.4), it is not 
difficult to check that, when t + 0+, 
uniformly when 4 E B. 
Thus, using the lemma, the term between brackets in the first 
integral appearing in (3.7) converges, when t + 0+, to 
m,-n+1 
U+(Y) - c ;uy(o) * Yd 
r-0 * 
uniformly on r E [0, l] and $ E B. Then we can take limits inside 
the integral sign. 
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Again, using the lemma, it is easy to see that 
s 
m 
r-mj+n-2U,+(r, t) dr + 
1 I 
m 
rmt+‘+2u&) dr, 
1 
when t -+ O+, VC$ E B. Finally, 
ab $ (0, t) Jl T~J+‘+~+s dr + u:)(O) S,” r-‘%+n-2+s dr, 
when t --+ O+, V# E B, by virtue of our assumption on mj . 
From these results, it follows that 
( U7c.iK th 4(O) - (GAE), Yw> 
as t -+ 0+, uniformly when 4 belongs to a bounded set of S(P-l), i.e. 
u&S, 4 ---f Qj(f) in S’(R”-l) Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 4, we derive the following 
COROLLARY. For each 0 < j < m - 1, K, is a solution of 
problem (3.2). 
Proof. As we already remarked, Ui(.$, t) is a solution of problem 
(3.3). By taking inverse Fourier transforms, we have trivially 
AK,=0 in +. Rn+l 
Since Uj(t, t) + Uj(f), again by taking inverse Fourier transforms 
we get 
this limit being taken in S’(RT++I), Q.E.D. 
Another consequence of Theorem 4 is that we can extend the 
definition of Kj(x, t) when t = 0. It suffices to put 
KJx, 0) = 3;;Wj(Q. 
5. A REPRESENTATION FORMULAFOR THE KERNELS. 
As we remarked in Section 1, it is not always possible to represent 
the Fourier transform 8U, considered there, by means of absolutely 
convergent integrals. When m > n, the representation is always 
5W3/2-3 
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possible; when m < n, we can only represent the term near the 
origin (see 1.11 and 1.12). 
However, in the cases under consideration, the distributions Ki , 
0 < j < m - 1, can always be represented by absolutely convergent 
integrals. It is the presence of the exponential term in (3.8), where 
t > 0 and p E C belongs to the complex upper half plane, that 
makes such a representation possible. We have the following 
THEOREM 5. Let 0 < j < m - 1. If j is such that: 
1) mi < n, then 
&(x, t) = (2~)-% JR” U,([, t) ei@J) d[; 
2) mj = n, then 
K&v, t) = (277)-” 1,. X(t) - Uj((, t)(ei@*E) - 1) df 
(5.1) 
+ (27~)--~ jRn (1 - X(5)) U&f, t) ei@J) df; (5.2) 
3) mj > n, then 
&(x, t) = (27r-n 1,” X(f) Uj(f, t) (ei(*J) - :gn i i(x, 6))’ d[ 
+ (277)” jRn (1 - W)) u&t, t) (eicr*s) "'z; ; i(x, 0)' d5; 
(5.3) 
all the integrals being absolutely convergent 
Proof. Formula (5.3) is a direct consequence of (1.6). 
To prove (5.1), consider the following integral 
Since 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
is absolutely convergent, because t > 0, Imp > 0 and mj < n, 
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then (5.4) is also absolutely convergent. By Fubini’s theorem and by 
changing variables we see that (5.4) is equal to the integral 
Hence (5.1) is absolutely convergent. 
The proof that the second integral in (5.2) is absolutely convergent 
follows the, same pattern as the previous one. We already know 
(see (1.11)) that the first integral appearing in (5.2) is absolutely 
convergent. This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Formulas (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) show that Kj(x, t) is well 
defined when x = 0, for all t > 0. This, together with the observation 
following the proof of the corollary of Theorem 4, shows that &(x, t) 
is defined in Ryfl - {0}, for all j. 
Next, by defining 
K&c, t) = qx, -t) 
when t < 0, we can extend Ki(x, t) to Rn+l - (01. 
Going back to the definition of Kj(x, t), we observe that, for each 
t > 0, Ki E S’(Ry+‘). This because Uj is itself an element of S’(Ry+‘). 
Furthermore, an easy verification show us that, when ml < n, Kj 
is a homogeneous distribution of degree mj - n in (x, t). If m3 > n, 
the same computation as in Theorem 3, gives the decomposition of 
Kj as the sum of a homogeneous function of degree mj - n in (x, t), 
plus a homogeneous polynomial of degree mi - n in (x, t), times 
a logarithm. 
As we remarked, already, Kj(X, t) is C” in RR” - (O} for each t > 0. 
It is easy to see, using formulas (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) that Ki(x, t) is 
C” in Ry+‘. 
Finally, if we want to consider Kj(x, t) extended to RT+’ - {0}, 
again the representation formulas, together with the definition of 
Kj(x, 0), show that Kj(x, t) is C” in R”+l - (01. 
We can summarize these results in the following 
THEOREM 6. Let (A, (Bj)o~j~,_l) 6 e a regular elliptic problem in 
R y”. There are m temperated distributions Kj E S(Rn+l), 0 < j < m - 1, 
such that: 
a) each Kj is a solution of problem (3.2); 
b) each Kj is a C” function in Rn+l - (0); 
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c) if mj < n, then Kj is homogeneous of degree m3 - n; 
d) if m3 > n, then K3 = Gj + Pi * ln(x12 + *.* + xn2 + t2)li2, 
where G3 is a homogeneous function of degree mj - n and P3 is a homo- 
geneous polynomial of degree mi - n. 
A temperated distribution verifying properties b), c) and d) of 
Theorem 6 was called, by Seeley [A, a mod$ied C” homogeneous 
distribution of degree mj - n. 
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